Instructions for EZclassic Whelping Box

Remove all contents from the box and remove all protective plastic from parts.

1. Place unfolded black liner on floor with grey paw print pad unfolded and inside liner. The seams of the liner will be on the inside.

2. Assemble walls along inside edge of liner. Wall panels slide into connecting posts.

3. 28x28 box – Each side of the box has one 28” panel connected with a post in each corner.

38x38 box – Each side consists of one 28” panel and one 10” panel connected by one post. The four sides are connected with a post in each corner. 28” panels can be on either the right or left side.

48x48 box – Each side consists of one 28” panel and two 10” panels connected by two posts. The four sides are connected with a post in each corner. 28” panels can be on either the left, center, or right side.

4. Liner should be under the walls & around the base of the whelping box.

5. Place a cap/plug on the top of each post.

Adding Rails:

6. Place a bottom rail connector on the bottom of each corner post with the rail connector pointing to the inside of the box.

7. Attach PVC leg into the bottom of each 3-way connector.

8. Attach PVC rails into a square using the 3-way connectors. The fit will be very snug (this prevents rails from coming apart during use).

9. Attach rails to bottom rail connectors with the PVC Legs.

Adding Suspension Rod for Hanging Heat Lamp and Add-On Rooms:

Remove a plug from one of the corner post caps. Insert suspension rod with rod pointing towards the middle of the box.

Add-on rooms can be attached without removing the liner of the main whelping box.

Thank you for your purchase of the EZclassic Whelping Box!